
Wialon Mobile Client 

Wialon Mobile Client is an application providing you with the basic Wialon Local capabilities on your mobile devices. 
Wialon Mobile Client is available for both Android (smartphone) and iOS (smartphones, tablet computer) platforms. 

The set of Wialon Mobile Client functionality amounts to the following: tracking of unit location and moving state 
(trip, stopping, parking), controlling ignition state (on/off), monitoring data actuality (time passed from the last 
message received) and latest events (trip, parking, fuel filling/theft), as well as sending several commands. 

The mobile client is available to all the owners of Wialon Local license by default. For entrance the monitoring site 
is used. 

  

 

Units 

First start of the application brings us to the 'Units' mode, or simply work list. In the work list you can monitor units' 
parameters, or you can switch either to the 'Map' or 'Tracking' mode from here. 

 

The work list contains dynamically updated unit information. This information includes current moving state, data 
actuality, state beginning time, duration, and address. Further let's explore the possible variants of graphic 
information presentation: 

Current state 

 
Trip  
 

https://docs.wialon.com/en/local/mobile/mobile0/map
https://docs.wialon.com/en/local/mobile/mobile0/track
http://itunes.apple.com/app/id1011136393
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gurtam.wialon_local_1504&hl=en


 
Stop  
 

 
Parking  
 

 
Current state unknown (check trip detection properties)  
 

 
Last known state is no longer relevant as it was detected more than a week ago  
 

 
No data from unit  

Ignition state 

 
Ignition is on (green circle with key). Ignition off — key not shown  

 Attention! 

Unit's current state as well as ignition state are available only if you have 'Query messages or reports' right. 
Data actuality 

last message was received no more than 5 minutes ago 

last message was received no more than an hour ago 

last message was received no more than 24 hours ago 

last message was received more than a day ago 

By default the work list contains all the units available in the monitoring panel of Wialon Local. However, it is more 
convenient if the work list contains the units you are currently interested in. To form the work list, it is necessary to 
move to the 'Choose units' menu by clicking the 'Eye' icon to the left of the dynamic search (for iOS — to the right 
of the dynamic search). 



 

Units indicated by a flag in this menu are added to the work list. You can either choose all the necessary units one 
by one (tap it), or choose all the units at once (corresponding button in the end of the list). Use dynamic search to 
find a particular unit. 

To get back to the work list after units choosing, it is necessary to save or dismiss indicated changes. In the interface 
of Android use the green check mark icon (save changes) or red cross icon (dismiss changes) to the left of the 
dynamic filter. Using iOS device, tap 'Save' or 'Cancel' buttons situated on both sides of the menu name. 

 

Map 

Map mode can be activated by choosing the corresponding item in the main menu, or by taping the maps icon 
situated in all the available modes to the right of their names. 

Units from the work list are displayed on the map. By default the map is centered in such a way that all the units 
get into vision field. Wialon Mobile Client map navigation (mowing, zooming, or turning the map) is implemented 
by standard manipulations. 



 

Finding your own location is an additional feature of the application's map mode (can be used only if Gurtam Maps 
cartographic service is chosen). Touch the 'Arrow' button in the bottom right corner in order your current location 
to be shown on the map by a marker (the button receives active state). Upon moving the map and loosing location 
marker from the vision field, the 'Arrow' button changes for the 'Aim' one, by touching which the map will be centered 
on your location once again. 

From the 'Map' mode you can move to the main menu (corresponding button in the upper right corner), or to the 
'Track' mode (touch unit icon on the map). 

 

Tracking 

There are several ways of switching to the 'Tracking' mode. One of them (switching from the 'Map' mode) has been 
described in the previous section. The other way is to move from the work list ('Units' mode). To do so, touch the 
line of the necessary unit in the work list. 
'Tracking' mode provides you with a possibility to monitor both unit's location on the map, and parameters received 
from a unit. 

 Attention! 

Displaying past period events requires the activation of the corresponding option in the Administration System. 
Otherwise, only online data will be shown in this tab. 

https://docs.wialon.com/en/local/mobile/mobile0/map
https://docs.wialon.com/en/local/admin/site/system/system?&#events


 

'History' tab 

You can view the latest unit's events on the 'History' tab. All the events are presented here chronologically. 
Types of events and provided information: 

 
Trip  

Event's start time, duration, covered distance, unit's average speed  

 
Parking  

Event's start time, duration, location address  

 
Fuel filling  

Event's time, amount of fuel filled, location address  

 
Fuel theft  

Event's time, amount of theft, location address  
Choose any event in the history to display it on the map. In order the map to be centered on a unit of monitoring, 
touch its icon. 

 Note that some values of event parameters (time intervals, amounts of fuel, unit's location) may differ from the 
values of the same parameters in the reports of the monitoring system. It occurs due to the implementation of 
different calculation systems in Wialon Local and in Wialon Mobile Client. For example, upon detecting fuel 
fillings/thefts the event termination time is used in mobile client, while Wialon Local uses the time of the first 
message from the interval with the biggest difference of fuel levels. Moreover, movement state in Wialon Mobile 
Client is determined only by GPS speed, while other methods can be used in Wialon Local. 



 Note that in Wialon Mobile Client the correctness of data received on any event depends on parameters 
indicated on the trip detector tab. 

'Info' tab 

The 'Info' tab displays an additional unit's information, such as equipment data, values of custom fields, sensors, 
counters, and parameters. 

 

Notifications 

To receive mobile notifications, it is necessary to adjust their sending in the Wialon Local. In other words, it is 
necessary to create a new notification in the corresponding panel of the monitoring system, and choose 'Send 
mobile notification' as a way of notification action. Notification receiving should also be activated in the 'Settings' 
mode of Wialon Mobile Client. 

 Moreover, to send mobile notifications it is necessary to activate such services as 'Mobile notifications', and 
'Wialon Mobile Client'. 

Received notifications are automatically saved in the system, and afterwards can be viewed in the corresponding 
mode. Note that notifications are stored in the system within 30 days. Besides, the number of notifications per one 
user is limited to 2000 items. 

Blue marker on the icon of switching to the main menu signals about receiving a notification. The number of 
received notifications is displayed to the right of the corresponding menu item. After switching to the 'Notifications' 
mode the marker disappears 

 


